
DRAFT GUIDELINES ON THE OPERATION, REGULATIONS AND TAXATION OF

NON-INTEREST BANKING TRANSACTION
PRODUCTS ISLAMIC STRUCTURE CURRENT TAX REGIME TAX IMPLICATIONS FOR TAX ISSUES RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR CONVENTIONAL ISLAMIC FINANCE INSTITUTION (IFI) (tax types and relevant (tax law amendment or regulation)

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION (CFI) (based on current tax regime) tax laws)

Home a. Murabaha

finance :- Customer identifies a property, :- Customer approach CFI for Loan. :- Agreement between the IFI and :- Capital provided by IFI equates in REGULATIONs (required)

   Approach and agrees with the IFI for    Loan agreement between the CFI   owner/vendor is a conveyance of sale substance, to the Loan provided by CFI a.     WHT

   financing under murabaha.  and customer is denoted by adhesive  (S52.1a of SDA) of the house. The sales for the house purchased Regulation should be to equate

 stamp SDA (28).     attract stamp duty. mark-up with interest. T he information circular No 

:- Income/mark-up earned by IFI equates in 2009 of 1st Dec, 2009 should exempt the mark-up 

:-The owner/vendor of the property sells substance to interest earned by CFI (which paid by customer of IFI from WHT to align with

 directly to the IFI in whom the legal title :- Owner of asset is charged CGT :- Owner/vendor is charged CGT is returns on investment) interest on loan to CFI

 to the property is transferred & vested  on the disposal of the house S.3 CGTA   on the disposal of the house S.3 CGTA

(if chargeable) (if chargeable) b.    STAMP DUTY

Transactions between IFI and the vendor should

:-  The bank (IFI) pays the full purchase :- where the IFI purchased the house Stamp Duty:- attract Stamp Duty. The second transaction between 

  price of the property to the owner/vendor through contractual arranngement stamp duty is twice on the transaction the IFI and the customer which is a financial service 

 and re-sells to the customer at the :- Interest is a reward for loan. S.78 of WHT is charged  on payment to the in IFI whereas the transaction should be Stamp Duty exempt through regulation  

 purchase price plus mark-up.    CITA exempt WHT on interest from owner/vendor. S.81 CITA & (Information attracts stamp duty once in CFI using the FIRS Est. Act S. 61 to make specific 

   bank circular 2009 of 1st Dec, 2009) refers reguation for the Non Interest Finance

  

:- Where the owner of the house is :- Where the owner of the house is VAT c.   VAT

not a mortgage institution, VAT will be on not a mortgage institution, VAT will be (a)  Where the owner and the IFI is a Transactions between IFI and the vendor should

the property purchased with the loan charged on the property by IFI. mortgage institution, VAT will not be attract VAT. The second transaction between the IFI

VATA first schedule part 2 VATA first schedule part 2 charge on the transaction of both and the customer which is a financial service should

the  IFI and CFI be VAT exempt through regulation using the 

provision of S. 38 of the VATA and FIRS Est. Act S. 61

:- Interest received by CFI is an Income :- the IFI sells the house to the (a) Where the owner and IFI is not a to make specific reguation for the Non Interest Finance

for the loan and S. 24a of CITA provides customer at purchase price plus mortgage institution, VAT will be charge

that it is an allowable deduction to the mark-up. twice in the transaction of the IFI and

customer once in CFI

:- Agreement between the customer

  and the IFI is a conveyance of sale CGT d.   CGT

of the house  and the sales attract stamp duty. CGT is twice on the transaction in IFI Transactions between IFI and the vendor should

(S52.1a of SDA) and once in transaction in CFI attract CGT. The second transaction between the IFI

:- Interest on Bank loan is VAT exempt and the customer which is a financial service should

(Information Cir.No. 9503 of 1st Dec, 1995) :- the Make up is a gain to the IFI  be CGT exempt through regulation using the FIRS

on the house disposed and will Est. Act S. 61 to make specific reguation for the

attracts CGT (S.3 of CGTA)  Non Interest Finance

:- The customer purchase the asset with :- Where the customer purchase the WHT

the loan from CFI through contractual house through contractual arrangement WHT is charged twice on the 

arrangement, WHT is charge on payment WHT is charged  on the payment to transaction in IFI and once in CFI

to the house owner. IFI. S.81 CITA (Information circular 2009

of 1st Dec, 2009)

:- Where the IFI is not a mortgage

institution, VAT will be charged on the 

property disposed. VATA first Sch.

Part 2

:-  Interest earned by CFI is treated as :- Make-up earned by FI is income no tax issue

  income & Liable to CIT, EDT & NITD earned and liable to CIT, EDT and NITD

:- Interest paid is deductible expenses :- Mark-up paid is deductible expenses no tax issue

    by customer of CFI by customer of IFI



b. Diminishing Musharakah (lease to Own) :- Captial contribution from the CFI :- the amount contributed by the IFI :- Difference between the amount AMENDMENT TO TAX LAW (required)

Lease agreement to invest in joint is a loan facility to acquire the interest in the assets contributed by IFI and amount :- CITA S. 24 Cap C21 LFN 2004  

 ownership of house. is the amount loaned to the reveicable from the customer will be  (as amended 2007) should be amended to include

   Loan agreement between the CFI customer. taxable as if it was interest arising mark-up as deductible expenses for IFI

:- IFI and the customer participate in  and customer is denoted by adhesive  under a loan.

either in joint ownership of the property  stamp SDA S.28. No stamp duty is :- the customer will be treated as if

 charged it had borrowed an amount equal to :- Equity Contribution by IFI is :- S.29.8 of CITA Partnership provisions

the amount contributed by IFI to     similar to Loan of CFI may be imposed.

acquire its beneficial interest or equity

:- It invoives IFI reducing it equity :-Vendor of asset is charged CGT in the house. :-Installmental payment by customer to B.STAMP DUTY

participation in the ownership of the     on the disposal of the asset to the acquire IFI interest is made up of capital S.52.1a of SDA should be amended to 

house for ultimate transfer to the    customer. S.3(1) CGT :- Financail Agreement between the IFI contribution and rent or mark-up (Interest). to exempt convayance agreement of the house

customer and the customer as the eventual between the IFI and Customer from stamp duty.

owner of the house is not liable to Stamp Stamp Duty

:- IFI leases it share of participation in :- Installments payment by customer to duty stamp duty is charge once in IFI 

house to customer who in turn pays     CFI includes principal and interest. but non in CFI C.VAT

installments. Mark-up earned by IFI (non mortgage Institution)

:- Interest paid to CFI is not liable to :- the rental payment to IFI on the VAT should be exempted from VAT. Information Circular No

Installments by Customer is rent & capital   WHT & VAT house is laible to WHT (S.78 CITA) b) VAT will be charged on the customer 9503 of 1st Dec. 1995

to IFI with intention to acquire IFI purchase of beneficial interest  of IFI but

beneficial interest in the house. not on the mark-up (interest)

:- Interest to CFI is an income and :- Rent to IFI is an income and liable to

    liable to CIT, NITD and EDT     CIT, NITD and EDT Reulation should be made on CITA, Stamp 

b) where IFI is a mortgage institution, Duty and VAT to enable parity between  

VAT will not be charge on the home finance under CFI and IFI (Diminishing   

customer's purchase of beneficial Musharaka) 

interest otherwise 

:- Interest is a dedutible expenses :- the rent is a deductible expenses in the

   in the hand of the customer of customer

WHT

Make-up paid to acquire equity of IFI is

:-Other documentations & processing :-Other documentations & processing liable to WHT but interest on CFI is exempt

Fess and charges which form part of payments Fess and charges which form part of payments 

to CFI is not lable to WHT but VAT is to IFI is not lable to WHT but VAT is

payable payable CGT

The transaction in IFI and CFI do

not attracts CGT - not tax issue

:- Where the IFI is a Mortgage Institution

the disposal of its beneficial interest Deductible Expenses

is VAT exempt. interest income to CFI is an allowable

expense to the customer, mark-up should be  

:- the eventual transfer of the property allowed in the for customer of IFI.

    does not attracts CGT 

c. Ijarah Lease agreement for purchase of a Lease agreement for purchase of a Incidence of tax under the CFI is on the REGULATION (required)

:- Normal Finance Lease Transaction house is a finance lease. house is a finance lease customer and under the IFI, it is on both the Regulation is required to recognise lease in Ijara 

FIRS (Inf Cir no2010/01) Guidelines on bank and the customer. contract as finance lease and allow the lessee 

:- Ijara Home Finance is a finance Tax Implications of Leasing applies (customer) to claim capital allowance on the house

    lease arrangement

:- Agreement between the CFI (lessor) :- Agreement between the IFI and the Stamp duty arises twice under IFI and once b.    STAMP DUTY

and customer (leasee) attracts stamp customer (leasee) attracts stamp duty for CFI Transactions between IFI and the vendor should

:- Lease house is transfer of ownership duty. S.69(1) of SDA S.69(1) of SDA attract Stamp Duty. The second transaction between 

    to the lessee. (customer) the IFI and the customer which is a financial service 

:- Transaction between the IFI and No tax issue should be Stamp Duty exempt through regulation  

customer attract no CGT using the FIRS Est. Act S. 61 to make specific 

:- Ijara is akin toHire Purchase arrangement reguation for the Non Interest Finance

where the customer is entitled to :- Hire Purchase agreement attracts :-Ijara structured on Hire Purchase No tax issue 

acquire the asset at the end of hire stamp duty. S.30 of SDA agreement attracts Stamp Duty.  

period S.30 of SDA c.   CGT

Where transactions between IFI and the vendor should



:- Lessor (IFI) received rental payment :-Rental income on lease attracts :-Rental Payment to IFI attracts WHT No tax issue attract CGT. The second transaction between the IFI

in exchange for the house.   WHT. S.79 of CITA S.79 of CITA. and the customer which is a financial service should

 be CGT exempt through regulation using the FIRS

Rental Payment is bifurcated into :- Installment paid is made up of capital Rental Payment is bifurcated into No tax issue Est. Act S. 61 to make specific reguation for the

capital and mark-up(rental) and interest capital and mark-up  Non Interest Finance

:- Lessee adhere to the lease terms and

conditions to get benefit of the asset d.VAT

To achieve parity, the mark-up should be exempted

from VAT under the IFI as interest is exempted from

:- Interest on Lease is VAT exempt :- Rent payment on leasee is not VAT under CFI using the provision of FIRS Est. Act

(FIRS Inf. Cir. 9503 of 1st Dec. 1995) VAT exempt. VATA First Sch. Part 2 S. 61 to make specific regulation for NIB transaction

No tax issue 

e.Mark-up as Allowable Expenses

the mark-up paid by the customer should be allowed

as deductible expenses, using the provision of the 

:- Rental expenses is tax deductible :- Rental expenses is tax deductible No tax issue FIRS Est. Act S. 61 to make specific regulation

     by the leasee.      by the leasee.(customer) for NIB transactions

Commodity Murabaha

Finance (Same as description in Home finance :- Finance by Loan or Overdraft :- Finance by capital 

(animals, above execpt that the purpose is for AMENDMENT TO TAX LAW (required)

grains & commodity) :- Interest is return on Loan/overdraft :- Mark-up is return on Capital provided A. WHT

general provided by CFI to customer by IFI for the customer Mark-up is income in the hand of IFI and it should

marchandise) Stamp Duty:- be allowed as deductible expenses in the hand of 

:- Agreement is denoted by adhesive :- Agreement is denoted by adhesive stamp duty is imposed once in the customer S.24(a) of CITA 

stamp stamp transaction of CFI and IFI

:- Interest to CFI is an income and :- Mark-up is income to IFI and liable to CIT

    liable to CIT, EDT & NITD CIT, EDT & NITD .  interest & margin are liable to B.VAT

CIT, EDT & NITD - no tax issue FIRS Inf. Cir No 9503 of 1st Dec, 1995 be amende 

:- Interest on Bank loan is VAT exempt :- Mark-up on basic food commodities to exempt mark-up paid by IFI from VAT to achieve 

and not liable to WHT  are not liable to VAT parity with interest on Loan by CFI 

VAT

:- Administrative charges & fees are :- Cash crops are not exempted in First :-VAT is exempt on basic food items.

deductible expenses by customer of CFI   Schedule are liable to VAT  Margin earn by IFI (is not valud added C.STAMP DUTY

but return on investment similar to interest) no tax issue

should be VAT exempt.

:- VAT is due on adminstrative charges & :- VAT is due on adminstrative charges & D. CGT

  Fees. The VAT is expensed in P & L of   Fees. The VAT is expensed in P & L of no tax issue

 customer  customer

REGULATION (required)

:- Output VAT to the IFI are remitted (Mark-up on the principal  will not be A. WHT

    gross laible to WHT since it is in the regulation should be made to exempt 

ordinary course of business) payment of mark-up by customer of IFI from WHT

B.VAT

CGT regulation should be made to exempt mark-

:- No capital gain is involved in the :- No capital gain is involved in the :-the disposal of commodity does up from VAT to achieve parity with interest

commodity disposed and general commodity disposed and general not attracts CGT- no tax issue

marchant products marchant products



Vehicle a. Murabaha Same as in Home Finance Above Same as in Home Finance Above Same as in Home Finance Above Same as in Home Finance Above

Asset (Same as description in Home finance

Finance. above execpt that the purpose is for 

(VAF) VAF)

b. Ijarah

(Same as description in Home finance Same as in Home Finance Above Same as in Home Finance Above Same as in Home Finance Above Same as in Home Finance Above

above execpt that the purpose is for 

VAF)

c. Diminishing Musharakah

(Same as description in Home finance Same as in Home Finance Above Same as in Home Finance Above Same as in Home Finance Above Same as in Home Finance Above

above execpt that the purpose is for 

VAF)

Direct a. Mudarabah

Investment :-finance of LPO, etc by CFI is :- Agreements between the partners :- Interest earned by CFI (bank) is taxed

(D.I.) :- A partnership where one partner through loan and overdraft      attracts stamp Duty under CIT while Profit  earned by IFI is

Finance  gives money to another for investment tax under CIT through Partnership

of working :-Stamp Duty on Loan/Overdraft  :- Profit is share in agreed ratio (no tax issue)

capital, :- profit is determine after reducing the Agreement is same as above for CFI

LPO etc expenses and initial capital

other :- Interest is paid by customers :- Profit is not deductible expenses :-Interest is deductible expense by

expenses :- Investors (IFI) has no right to interfare customer of CFI while profit shared to REGULATION (required)

in Mgt of busines but can specify :- Interest is not laible to WHT and VAT :- Profit is not liable to WHT & VAT customer will be deductable to IFI A. WHT

condition for management (where the IFI report total profit in his Regulation should be made that income paid by IFI

:- Interest earned by CFI is liable to :- Profit shared by IFI is liable to CIT books). No tax issue. to customer as share of income exempted from WHT

:- event of loss, only the investor bears   to CIT and tax deductible by customer and not tax deductible by customer

the loss Management & other Fees/charges of

:-  Loss on project is bourne by :-Loss is bourne by IFI and tax allowable CFI and IFI attracts VAT. No tax issue B.CIT

:- Profit are shared in predetermined  customer and not CFI   to the extent of capital contributed Regulation should be made so that where the IFI

   ratio report the total income made on the partnership

:- Management fee & other charges  :- Management fee & other charges  Interest on Loan is not liable to WHT in its records, the share of the customer income

:- Managing party bears the loss where on the loan/overdraft are other income on capital contributed by IFI are other while Profit shared to customer is will be tax deductible by IFI and tax under the 

    there is neglegence to CFI and laible to VAT income to IFI and liable to VAT liable to WHT provision of S.29(8) of CITA

:- Asset purchased from capital of the :- Where the CFI is not a bank, the :- the Structure is a partnership 

    investor, IFI, belong to the investor transaction is tax under    arrangement and will be taxed under

S.29(8) of CITA, Certain Partnership.    S.29(8) of CITA Certain Partnership 

:- increase in the value of asset 

purchase belongs to the investor.

:- IFI is a Sleeping partnership

b.  Musharakah

:- Joint enterprise :- Finance by equity participation

AMENDMENT TO TAX LAW (required)

:- investment partnership where parties :- Profit is shared :- Profit shared after tax No tax issue None

     share equity and expertise.

:- all investors participate in running the :- Stamp duty is paid on Agreement :- Stamp duty is paid on Agreement No tax issue 

    business REGULATION (required)

:- each party pays CIT, EDT & NITD :- each party pays CIT/PIT, EDT & NITD :- Both the finance under CFI and IFI a. Regulation that all relevant taxes arising 

:- Capital and expertise are contributed repectively are taxed under S.29(8) of CITA from the partnership should be remitted by

      by parties (Taxation of partnership) the IFI

:- Profit shared is not not liable to VAT & :Profit shared is not not liable to VAT & No tax issue 

: Asset purchased are jointly owned by     WHT     WHT b. Regulation is required to equate income shared in 

   the partners IFI transaction to interest paid by CFI

:- increase in the value of co-owned :- administrative charges & fees paid by :-administrative charges & fees paid by No tax issue 

   assets are benefit and profit of all partners  customers are tax deductible by the  customers are tax deductible by the b. The share of income paid to the customer 

customers. The charges and fees are customers. The charges and fees are by IFI should be expenses by IFI



:- Profit is shared liable to VAT (as noticed in H/finance) liable to VAT (as noticed in H/finance)

:- Profit are shared in agreed ratio

:- Output VAT to the bank are remitted :Output VAT to the bank are remitted No tax issue 

:all partners bears the loss in accordance    gross    gross

with the capital contribution

:- VAT are chargeable on adminstrative :- VAT are chargeable on adminstrative No tax issue 

charges and fees & are expensed in P&L charges and fees & are expensed in P&L

:- Capital allowance on the jointly  

     owned asset.

Sukuk :- Bond with asset based :- Bond issued may not be assets :- Sukuk are asset backed and generate

Bond backed income (cash flow) :- Sukuk under the IFI are asset based while AMENDMENT TO TAX LAW (required)

  or :- the IFI serve as guaranto to the Sukuk :- all bonds generate interest bond may or may not be backed by asset None

certificate to be raised :- Income/gain of IFI is similar to interest under CFI

on bond and money instrument of CFI

:-the customer and the IFI identify asset :- profit  or gain arising from acquiring :- The interest/coupon on bond in CFI is 

that acquire to generate income or disposal of bonds issued by corporate :- The provisions of Companies Income Tax similar to income derived from Sukuk in IFI REGULATION (required)

(bond assets) bodies including supra-nationals are Exemption Order 2011 Official Gazette S.1 :-Sukuk Coupons/gain of IFI would be 

exempted from CIT (Companies Income Tax No 11 of 2012 will apply on the gains or income treated as if interest is to CFI with 

:- Sukuk is issued based on asset Exemption Order, 2011 Official Gazette S.1 arising on disposal of Sukuk same privileges as to the end investor as provided

being transferred to the SPV No 11 of 2012) refers in S.9g of CITA

:-Treat Income from Sukuk as Interest

:- the asset has a specified life span :- Interest earned by holder of corporate :- The provisions of Companies Income Tax earned by holder of bond in CFI to make it

(the bond assets) bonds is exempted from CIT Exemption Order 2011 Official Gazette S.1 tax exempt

(Companies Income Tax Exemption Order No 11 of 2012 will apply on income earned by

:- the customer may disposed the bond 2011 Official Gazette S.1 No 11 of 2012) refers holder of Sukuk :- Where CFI issued Asset Backed Bond, 

asset at the end of the bond term the stamp duty is payable on agreement 

for transfer of the assets to SPV

:- Proceed from the disposal of Sukuk

:SPV makes payment of the capital are exempted from VAT (VAT Modification

 (redemption payment ) to the IFI at the Order 2011 Official Gazette S.1 No 13 of 2012) ;- Sale and lease are different transactions TPLD should clarify the application of the provision

end of the bond term refers and where it is leased back under IFI the of Companies Income Tax Exemption Order 2011 Official 

tax treament is same as under Ijara Gazette S.1 No 11 of 2012 with respect to the gains or profit

:- SPV additional payment to the IFI  at from acquiring or the final disposal of the bond

the end of the bond term is gain/coupon :- Agreement between the CFI and the :- Agreement between the IFI and the

customer to raise the bonds attracts customer to raise the Sukuk will attracts

stamp duty stamp duty

:- IFI may also invest in the bond

:- Agreement between the SPV and the

customer on transfer of assets from customer 

:-investors have right to participation in to SPV will attracts stamp duty

  the income of underline asset

:-cash flow after expense is passed to 

  sukuk holder.

Can be financed through:- :- the IFI will general be taxed in the 

a. Mudarabah same way as in musharaka and

b. Musharakah murabaha so that the additional

c.  Murabaha payment(gain/coupon) will be taxable

d.  Ijarah as interest.

e. Istisna

d.  Salam

f. Manfa'a



Project a. Murabaha

Finance (Same as description in Home finance :- Loan is granted for the project :- Bank procure for the customer and 

above execpt that the purpose is for     transfer to him, same as in home finance above.

Project Finance) :- Loan is repaid with interest

:- VAT, WHT and Stamp Duty twice Double taxation on the transaction

:- FI interest is part of income

:-VAT, WHT and Stamp Duty will arise

once on the project & paid by the customer

:- Agreement between FI and Customer

 stamp duty exempt.

:-interest paid by customer is liable for

   tax purpose

b. Mudarabah

(Same as description in Home finance :- Loan is granted for the project :- Project profit is shared between the tax issue as in home finance as as in home finance above

above execpt that the purpose is for    partners

Project Finance) :-colateral is obtain for the loan from the 

customer

:- Project profit Is liable to Income tax

:- Project profit is liable to income tax

in the hand of the customer :- Individual partner pays the tax.

:-Loan agreement do not suffer stamp duty

c. Musharakah

(Same as description in Home finance :- Customer has part of the fund :- Project profit after all expenses will :- no tax issue 

above execpt that the purpose is for    be shared. Pending discussion with consultants 

Project Finance) :- Loan is granted for the other portion

:- same as in Mudarabah above :- Share of profit is tax and do not suffer Short term project the asset has 

     WHT different tax implication

:- interest on project owner is allowable 

for tax purpose and cannot be capitalised

as part of cost of project again

di. Parallel Istisna :- Bank provide the finance for project :- IFI agreed with the contractor to the VAT & WHT arisis twice under

      Build to Order contstruction/ manufacture to build to order/ manufacture to order IFI REGULATION (required)

by customer. VAT & WHT  arises regulation should be made in such a way

that the financing aspect should not attract VAT

:-Interest treatment is same as above Project transfer from the bank to and WHT to achieve parity with CFI

the customer, then VAT& WHT 

Custormer agreed with the contractor  arises. 

to build and VAT, WHT arises once

dii.  Istisna :- CFI provide banking facility (overdrafts REGULATION (required)

:-Build/Manufacture to Order IFI /loan) and charges interest Regulation is required such that the VAT payable

:- IFI order manufacture of items pays by IFI to manufacturer is exempted

the manufacturer and retains him as :- VAT is charges by manufaturer and VAT is chargeable on both the IFI VAT is charge twice under IFI

agent for disposal of same and earns not on the Interest on the Loan sales and the final consumers

income


